SAP

Security, Compliance
and Risk Management
At Fastpath, our mission is to deliver software solutions that seamlessly empower our clients to take
control of their security, compliance and risk management initiatives.
Whether your company is newly public, pre-IPO, or you just want to better handle your security, audit
and compliance needs, Fastpath can help.

The Fastpath Difference
Complete

Reliable

Trusted

Experienced

A Solution for SAP to
address all of Gartner’s
6 pillars of segregation
of duties (SoD).

Completed SOC1
and SOC 2 report,
demonstrating
rigorous internal

Our tools and
methodologies are
utilized by leading
auditing firms.

With certified internal
auditors (CIAs) on staff,
our tools are built by
auditors for auditors.

Product Features
Security & Access Reviews
• Built-in SoD rule set designed
for SAP by certified auditors
• Review by user, role, transaction
code, or authorization object
• Examine all custom ABAP t-codes/
functions for SoD risks
• Analyze financial exposure of SoD risks
based on actual transaction & master data

Compliant User Provisioning
• Workflow based provisioning of SAP users
• SoD conflict analysis for each request
• Comprehensive reporting on
requests and approvals
• “Firefighter Access” to automate
security for temporary or emergency
access so you know who can
do what and for how long

Audit Trail
• Track changes made in SAP and
changes by external sources
• Define custom report schedules
and send via Excel or PDF
• Out-of-the-box audit trail templates
designed bycertified auditors

Cross-Platform Analysis
• Singular reporting dashboard
for audit simplification
• SoD & access reviews across systems
• Works with SAP, Oracle, NetSuite,
Salesforce, all Dynamics
applications, & more
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Fastpath Assure® for SAP
Fastpath for SAP is unique in the marketplace for introducing an easy-to-use, quick-to-install, inexpensive solution
for managing access risk in the world’s most popular ERP. Our independent SaaS platform can be integrated into
your SAP environment in a matter of hours, and our out-of-the-box rulesets can provide you with immediate
insight into who has access to what. Our platform is designed to be used by the business, and powerful enough
to add value to the technology team.

Translate Objects to Access
Through years of experience in public accounting, auditing, and advising clients, we
found that the two biggest drivers of frustration were overly technical systems and
lack of a simple unified language to talk about system risk. SAP is well known to its
users as complicated - menus, transaction codes, authorization objects, field-level
security all play a part in allowing users to perform transactions. Across all platforms,
Fastpath will address risk in straight-forward terms, translating the technical security
concepts into actionable language, enabling you to get things done.

Automatically Map Custom Transaction Codes
Due to the complex technical nature of SAP, there is often information asymmetry
between IT and the business. The simple ease-of-use tools used by the systems team,
such as custom t-codes, can become a significant problem for the business when
assessing risk. This is why we created the Custom T-Code Checker – automatically
identify what your system’s custom t-codes are doing and apply them to your rulesets.

Quantify Your Risk
Just because your users have conflicting access doesn’t mean that they’ve used
it. Inform your conversations with your business and your auditors by leveraging
Fastpath’s Risk Quantification to determine actual and potential financial impact of
existing conflicts.

Managing access risk in SAP has traditionally meant purchasing expensive software and suffering through drawn out
implementation periods just to run your first report. With Fastpath, you can run your first report in a few days. Leverage
our intuitive user interface, responsive tools, and unparalleled support team to start managing risk now.
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